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sEcTroN r. FoURTEEN (141 COMPULSiORY QUESTTONS.
(

tJ Or. What does BIOS stands for?

V oz. What are the two (2) main components of the CPU?

VOS. Identify the types of operating systems.

f (o+. What is the role of power supply in a microcomputer?\\

X05. What could cause a fixed disk error?

;| 
Ot. Identi$r the following components of computer systTrtr

game controller, touch screen, trackball, we/can,LfO.

07. From what location(s) are the l"t computer instructions

a. Multi-user

b. Multiprocessing

c. Multitasking

d. Multithreading

Which steps should be considered first, as a
computer?

08. Identi$r the possible causes of data loss in a microcomputer.

V og. Identi$r six (6) components of a personal computer directly attached

. motherboard.

"10. State the three (3) entail components of a computer.

t1-. Differentiate cold Boot from warm start/boot and when they are used.

!2. Give four (4) examples of inputs devices of a Personal Computer.

13. Define the following terms: ,,,
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14.

sEcTroN rr. ATTEMPT Any THREE (31 QUESTTONS.

15. Give five (5) MS Word windows elements and their functions.

L6. Define a printer and discuss the differences of the following printing

Laser printer from inkjet printer.

7.7. Determine the correct syntax of the following DOS commands:

(a)TYPE (b) MoRE (c) DIR (d) REN.
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18.

19.

Discuss the different ways of accessing memories.

a. Give the results of the following Boolean algebra equations.

(il 6+tr) :
(i0 (AB ) =

b.Provethat fl +AB-A*E

21. Discuss the following types of screen:

a. Cathode ray tube

b. Liquid Crystal Display

c. Plasma-

22. a. State and explain the three (3) main components of an Operating System.

\<-t^l
b. Convert the following numbers:

i) l2grcinto binary.

ii) 11110002 into Deiimal and into Hexadecimal.

iii) 24D rcinto Binary and into Decimal.
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sEcTroN rrr. AT?EMPT ANy ONE (U QUESTTON.

20. Student results are recorded in an excel sheet below. To pass in mathematics, a
student must get at least l3marks.

a) Complete the following excel sheet such that, for every student whose mark in
Electricity is less than or equals to 13 the computer add 3 to the result, the result
is now recorded in column D.

b) Write the formula to calculate average of the marks for each student in column F
and record results.

D2 fx =.... ( )

A B C D E F
1 Mathematics Electricity Computer skills
2 L2 10 t4
3 13 L2 13
4 7 8 10
5 5 13 t2
6 9 20 14
7 7
8 9
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